
  



  

Tuesday, in Amsterdam

For me, this picture symbolize The Netherlands. When i take this picture, we were in 
Amsterdam, it was tuesday. I find this picture symbolizes this country because it’s them 

capital and on this picture,  there are a bike and they move a lot of by bike. The bike 
behind the river which is called Amstel is simbolizes too. 



  

Dutch schools

Them schools is very different with in France. In Uden, them schools 
welcomes the college and lycee (in france) and us, it’s just college and 
lycee. They haven’t self-restaurant. Them lunch are just a sandwichs. 

They finish the classroom at half past 4.



  

Everyday life

They have a same routine but the meal isn’t the same and they go to school by bike.  



  

Streets

The streets are paved and on all roads
 there are cycle tracks.



  

Dutch fashion

The fashion is a same in France, the fashion is international. 

TV Programmes
They watch TV in English but they put dutch subtitles.



  

The music on the radio / in the 
shops

The radio or in the shops, they listen to international music.



  

The weather



  

The architecture

It’s so different from France because
There are a lot of bricks (the houses are

Bricks) 



  

Dutch speciality

Bitterballen

Stroopwafel

Réglisse hollandais



  

Sports

I like voley-ball because it’s a team sport and it’s good with the exchange students 
because we can create a liks ans it’s important. We had fun together while 
communicating.



  

For starters, we went to Amsterdam on Tuesday so I will describe that day. First of all, we 

met at school in the morning and then left by bus to Amsterdam ? It was very good vibes 

with a exchange students. The bus drops us in the center of the city and then we start 

walking whole morning. We took a tour of the city prepared by the Dutch students. When 

we did visit the city, we first went into the red street where there is prostitution. Then we 

went to a street where there were Coffeeshops ( it's everywhere ) and shops where there 

was a lot of food like cupcakes and waffles. After we stopped on a place where there 

were lots of pigeons. At the end of the tour, we were visited a museum called 

"Rijksmuseum". It is a museum dedicated to the fine arts with works known around the 

world. It is the most important museum of the Netherlands on this type of work with more 

than two million four hundred fifty thousand visitors in 2014. There is one million objects 

inside but only eight thousand objects are exposed because the objects are very pretty 

and it's very interesting. There is a harmonization between each object and the objects 

are very well entrenched. The museum was a beautiful place. In this museum is 

presented "The Dairy" that is to say « La Laitière » in French which was painted by 

Johannes Vermeer. Then we went for a boat tour which is a boat tour on the river in 

Amsterdam called Amstel.



  

This audio visit showed us the places we saw when we were on the river. Next to us were 

barges which are inhabited. We do not have it in France but I think it's a very good idea 

and it's especially pretty. They show us the most mythical places in Amsterdam and we 

see them differently from the street. After the boat when it was raining, we had free time 

for us buying memories. The night began to fall and I surrendered Amsterdam was more 

beautiful in night time than day. For them it is Christmas soon so the streets are 

decorated and it embellishes the streets which gives even more charm to the city which is 

beautiful. In the evening, we were eating in a restaurant called "the bazaar". It was a 

Maghreb restaurant. It really was because we all ended up at the restaurant so we could 

all talk to each other, and we were about fifty in the restaurant which was funny because 

we were a lot. After the dinner, we had to go to the bus, we took a same street and it is 

not at all the same decor the day than in the evening. We felt like we were somewhere 

else.
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